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Abstract
Recent techniques built on Generative Adversarial Net-
works (GANs) like CycleGAN are able to learn map-
pings between domains from unpaired datasets through
min-max optimization games between generators and dis-
criminators. However, it remains challenging to stabi-
lize training process and diversify generated results. To
address these problems, we present a Bayesian extension
of cyclic model and an integrated cyclic framework for
inter-domain mappings. The proposed method stimulated
by Bayesian GAN explores the full posteriors of Bayesian
cyclic model (with latent sampling) and optimizes the model
with maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation. Hence, we
name it Bayesian CycleGAN. We perform the proposed
Bayesian CycleGAN on multiple benchmark datasets, in-
cluding Cityscapes, Maps, and Monet2photo. The quanti-
tative and qualitative evaluations demonstrate the proposed
method can achieve more stable training, superior perfor-
mance and diversified images generating.
1. Introduction
The problem of learning mappings between different do-
mains has recently received increasing attention, especially
for image-to-image translation like semantic segmentation
and style transfer. Within unsupervised setting, this task be-
comes challenging but also important as supervision may
be scarce or otherwise difficult to obtain in most scenarios.
To solve this issue, several solutions have been proposed,
including methods relied on cycle consistency constraints
such as CycleGAN [27, 13, 25, 21], while others relied on
weight sharing constraints [17, 16, 10]. Given the unpaired
dataset, the cyclic model was proposed to learn image-to-
image translation from a source domain X to a target do-
main Y . Built upon Generative Adversarial Networks [6],
the model is able to learn a good generator which produces
images in one domain given images from the other by satis-
† denotes equal contribution; We have made code and tutorial avail-
able at https://github.com/ranery/Bayesian-CycleGAN
fying marginal matching (GAN loss for each mapping) and
cycle-consistency constraints. The existing cyclic model
can achieve balance between generators and discriminators
with elaborate setting of hyper-parameters and other tricks
like buffering generated images, avoiding the untimely suc-
cess of discriminators. Otherwise it would be difficult for
the cyclic model to remain stable. Moreover, the model can-
not realize diversified generating with a stochastic variable
z due to the fundamental flaw of original cyclic model: the
cycle-consistency encourages the mappings to ignore the
stochastic latent variable [1].
To improve the stability and performance of the Cycle-
GAN model, in this paper, we propose its Bayesian ex-
tension with regularized priors called Bayesian CycleGAN,
optimizing with maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation.
By exploring the full posteriors with latent sampling over
parameters, Bayesian cyclic model enhances the generators
training to resist crazy learning discriminators. Therefore,
Bayesian CycleGAN alleviates the risk of model collapse,
boosting realistic color generating and multimodal distribu-
tion learning. Our work is inspired by the recent success of
the Bayesian GAN [22], which aims to model the true data
distribution more accurately by fully representing the pos-
terior distribution over the parameters of both the generator
and discriminator. However, there is a non-negligible issue
for Bayesian GAN to be applied to cyclic learning directly
since the Bayesian GAN forms posteriors by sampling gen-
erators θg ∼ p(θg), which cannot transfer to cyclic frame-
work. If we sampled the two generators of cyclic framework
simultaneously, the memory consumption would increase
sharply due to the nature of cyclic framework, and the re-
constructed images would be skimble-scamble so that the
update of parameters could not match the cycle-consistency
loss. Instead of sampling among networks, we use variant-
concatenate inputs that combine the source images and sam-
pled latent variables.
As mentioned above, the diversified generation issue is
caused by the reason that the cycle-consistency encourages
the mappings to ignore z. Thinking outside of the box, we
can divide the latent space and use only one part of that to fit
in training process. Therefore, it is feasible for us to diver-
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sify the generated images in inference process by replacing
the restricted one with other latent variables. Specifically,
we use a VAE-like encoder network to generate the latent
variable statistic feature map (SFM) which remains much
the same for each domain, substituting latent variable z. In
addition, due to the condensed latent space, Bayesian cyclic
model with sampled SFM achieves a more stable status than
that with z(i) in training process.
For better understanding the difference between the orig-
inal model and Bayesian CycleCAN, we propose an inte-
grated cyclic framework by introducing a balance factor
γ, the coefficient of adversarial loss in reconstructed ends
which has two helpful functions: first, it enhances the re-
constructed learning and boosts realistic color distribution;
second, it effects the stability of cyclic model by accelerat-
ing the learning process of discriminators. We evaluate the
performances of both models under different values of γ.
The main contributions of our work are summarized as:
• We propose a novel model called Bayesian CycleGAN
for unsupervised learning by exploring the full poste-
riors of Bayesian cyclic model (with latent sampling).
• We impose restriction on the latent space for generat-
ing diversified images by adding encoder networks.
• We introduce a hyper-parameter for better balancing
the reconstructed learning and training stability, and
prove this variation also has a global optimum.
• We perform experiments on several datasets, demon-
strating that the proposed model confers a defense
against instability and outperform the original model.
2. Related Works
Image-to-Image Translation Image-to-Image transla-
tion is a classical problem in computer vision. Motivated
by the success of generative model like Generative Adver-
sarial Networks [6], our focus has begun to change from
one selected artwork style transfer to inter-domain transla-
tion. For supervised learning, conditional GANs has been
used in Pix2pix [11] to convert images from one domain to
another, like landscapes to semantic labels. Also, Bicycle-
GAN [28] is the enhanced version of Pix2pix since it gen-
erated diversified outputs. Besides, VAE is a probabilistic
model with an encoder to map images to a latent represen-
tation and a decoder to reconstruct the images, which can
also be used in inter-domain translation. We adopt a VAE-
like network to generate the restricted latent sampling, but
there are two main differences: first, our network replaces
the encoder/decoder to down/up sample layers; second, we
abolish the l1 loss between reconstructed image and source
image. For unsupervised learning, there has been a recent
surge on cyclic GANs [27, 17, 16, 25, 24], which aim to
learn a joint distribution given marginal distribution in each
individual domain. Zhu et al. presented CycleGAN to learn
mappings between different domains without paired data,
achieving good results [27]. Almahairi et al. presented
the augmented many-to-many mapping method based on
CycleGAN, taking Gaussian noise into another cycle with
GAN loss and l1 loss restrained and training normal cycle
along with the latent cycle [1]. Different from our work,
augmented CycleGAN directly target many-to-many map-
pings.
GANs stability Although GANs has achieved excel-
lent results in many research areas, the training process is
still intractable for its weak stability. Many recent works
have focused on changing the objectives of GAN training
[20, 18, 2, 15, 7, 19, 26]. The work in Bayesian GAN [22],
however, explores the Bayesian formulation for model net-
work parameters and conducts posteriors inference to im-
prove stability and solve model collapse of GAN training.
The Bayesian GAN [22] is the most related one to
ours. There are two main differences between them: first,
instead of generating predictive distribution with random
variable z, our Bayesian posteriors are based on cyclic
framework, mapping between different domains; second,
Bayesian GAN performs posteriors sampling in iteration
process while our model adopts iterative MAP optimiza-
tion along with latent sampling due to the practical nature of
cyclic model. Compared with the original CycleGAN [27],
Bayesian cyclic model implements the Bayesian extension
with Gaussian prior for original cyclic model in theory; sec-
ondly, it is optimized with MAP and latent sampling, bring-
ing robustness improvement via the inductive bias, while
the optimizing process of original cyclic model is the max-
imum likelihood estimation (MLE); finally, in addition to
one-to-one mapping, Bayesian cyclic model can generate
diversified images by imposing restriction on the latent vari-
able.
3. Proposed Method
In this section, we describe the architecture of Bayesian
CycleGAN. We first deduce the Bayesian formulation based
on integrated cyclic framework, in which the balance factor,
γ, is introduced. Then we formulate the Bayesian cyclic
model with marginalizing latent sampling over the whole
posteriors. Finally, we impose restriction on latent space
for diversified generating.
3.1. Bayesian Extension for CycleGAN
Given two domains X and Y with associated datasets
X = {x(i)} and Y = {y(j)} , the goal is to fit distribution
pY (y) based on given pX(x) using generator GA(x; θga),
parametrized by θga, and reconstruct pX(x) by feeding y
through the inverse generator GB(y; θgb), parametrized by
θgb. Cyclic model estimates the parameters of generators
by satisfying two constraints: marginal matching and cycle-
consistency. Marginal matching means the generated im-
ages close to the true distribution in target domain. Cycle-
consistency prevents the reconstructed results from con-
tradicting source domain, without which the cyclic model
could not work normally.
Now we analyze the judgement view of discriminators.
For the sake of clarity, we denote GA(x; θga) as y˜ and
GA(GB(y; θgb); θga) as yˆ, similar notations are used for x,
x˜ and xˆ. In the integrated cyclic framework, shown in Fig-
ure 1, we are able to access three parts of the distribution
pY (y), using for training the discriminator DA: (y, t = 1),
(y˜, t = 0) and (yˆ, t = 0), in which t are the labels for dis-
crimination. The conditional likelihoods are defined as:
p(t = 1|X,Y, Zy = y, θda, θg) ∝ DA(y; θda) (1)
p(t = 0|X,Y, Zy = y˜, θda, θg) ∝ 1−DA(y˜; θda) (2)
p(t = 0|X,Y, Zy = yˆ, θda, θg) ∝ 1−DA(yˆ; θda) (3)
The auxiliary variable is noted as Zy ∈ {y, y˜, yˆ}. Here
Zy is a multinomial distribution for indicating the input
assignments. Assume the ratio between number of pairs
|{(y, t)}| : |{(y˜, t)}| : |{(yˆ, t)}| = 1 + γ : 1 : γ, where γ is
the introduced balance factor, indicating the coefficient of
adding adversarial loss in reconstructed ends. The balance
factor can be viewed as zero in original cyclic framework
since there is only l1 loss constraint in reconstructed ends.
We prove that this variation also has a global optimum theo-
retically in Appendix A.2, and show that the balance factor
can adjust model stability as well as enhance reconstructed
learning in experiments.
For Bayesian cyclic model, instead of performing poste-
riors sampling in iteration process like Bayesian GAN, we
employ variant-concatenate inputs and regularized priors to
formulate full posteriors due to the practical nature of cyclic
model mentioned in [1]. By concatenating the input im-
ages, like x, and sampled latent Gaussian random variable
z(j), j = 1, 2 · · ·mx to construct a set of input xz(j) , we
are able to formulate full posteriors and then update net-
works’ parameters with Maximum a posterior estimation.
To articulate the posteriors of integrated cyclic framework
(with balance factor), we infer different sampled space that
posteriors conditioned on : Ωg = (x, y, xz, yz), Ωda =
(x, y, Y, xz, yz), and Ωdb = (x, y,X, xz, yz). Therefore,
the posterior of discriminator θda for each sampled xz can
be derived as (we use ∝ for convenient expression):
p(θda|Ωda, t, θga, θgb)
∝ (DA(y; θda))(1+γ) × (1−DA(yˆ; θda))γ
× (1−DA(GA(xz); θga); θda)× p(θda|αda).
(4)
p(θda|αda) is regularized prior over discriminator DA in
which α means hyper-parameters for DA. Other posteriors
for θdb and θg can be derived analogously.
3.2. Bayesian Marginalization
We use Bayesian marginalization to get rid of Ω defining
on training set, in which way we can apply the estimated
parameters to do inference without distortion theoretically.
Here we display the marginalization process, taking poste-
rior p(θda|Ωda, t, θga, θgb) for example:
p(θda|t, θga, θgb)
=
∫
p(θda,Ωda|t, θga, θgb)dΩda
=
∫
p(θda|Ωda, t, θga, θgb)·p(Ωda|θga, θgb)dΩda
=
∫
p(θda|Ωda, t, θg)·p(x, y, xz, yz)·p(Y |x, y, xz, yz)dΩda
=
nx∑
i=1
ny∑
j=1
my∑
k=1
mx∑
l=1
p(θda|Ωda, t, θga, θgb),
in which nx, ny represents batch size for training process;
mx,my mean latent sampling number. Built upon over
above derivation, the posterior for θda can be rewritten as:
p(θda|t, θga, θgb)
∝
ny∏
j=1
(DA(y
(j); θda))
(1+γ)mx×
ny∏
j=1
mx∏
l=1
(1−DA(yˆ(j,l); θda))γ
×
nx∏
i=1
my∏
k=1
(1−DA(GA(x(i,k)z ; θga); θda))× p(θda|αda).
(5)
Similarly, we can derive the posterior for θdb to be
p(θdb|t, θga, θgb)
∝
nx∏
i=1
(DB(x
(i); θdb))
(1+γ)my×
nx∏
i=1
my∏
k=1
(1−DB(xˆ(i,k); θdb))γ
×
ny∏
j=1
mx∏
l=1
(1−DB(GB(y(j,l)z ; θgb); θdb))× p(θdb|αdb).
(6)
For the estimation of generators’ parameters, we gener-
ate the data pairs by flipping the label t, with the same con-
ditional likelihood defined above, we are then able to get the
posterior with the cycle consistency constraints:
p(θga, θgb|θda, θdb)
∝
(
nx∏
i=1
my∏
k=1
DA(GA(x
(i,k)
z ))×(DB(xˆ(i,k)))γ·e−λ‖xˆ
(i,k)−x(i)‖
)
×
 ny∏
j=1
mx∏
l=1
DB(GB(y
(j,l)
z ))×(DA(yˆ(j,l)))γ ·e−λ‖yˆ
(j,l)−y(i)‖

× p(θga|αga)× p(θgb|αgb).
(7)
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Figure 1. (a) Integrated cyclic framework: We explore the integrated cyclic framework by adding GAN loss between reconstructed image
and source image, taking γ as the coefficient. (b) Bayesian cyclic model: We deduce the full posteriors over parameters and adopt iterative
MAP optimization along with the latent sampling to update networks. (c) VAE-like Encoder: We use this encoder to generate SFM latent
variable which can be replaced in the inference process to get diversified outputs.
To reduce model oscillation, we follow the original cyclic
model and replace the negative log likelihood objective by
a least square loss. We formulate the alternative using
the combination of l1 and least square adversarial loss in
Bayesian cyclic model, whose derivations is the same as
above formulation for standard adversarial loss. That de-
tailed formulation of posteriors with l1-least square adver-
sarial loss are shown in Appendix A.1.
3.3. SFM Latent Sampling
Original cyclic model cannot realize multi-objective
mapping with stochastic variable z due to the fundamental
flaw of cyclic framework: the cycle-consistency encourages
the mapping to ignore the latent z [1]. Thinking outside the
square, we can use only one part of latent space to fit in
training process and therefore, it is possible for us to gener-
ate diversified images in the inference process by replacing
the restricted latent variable with samples form other latent
distributions. In our implementation, we use VAE-like en-
coder network to generate the latent statistic feature map
(SFM) f (j)x ∼ E(x), which remains much the same for each
domain. We show the diversified effect in the Monet2Photo
part of experiments by replacing SFM to other latent vari-
ables. Furthermore, due to the smaller latent space in train-
ing process, Bayesian cyclic model achieves a more stable
status compared with latent z(j). We use this trick in the
following experiments.
The VAE-like network E is illustrated in Figure 1, it
has down-sample layers Q, up-sample layers P , which is
the first difference from VAE composed of encoder and de-
coder. And it is restricted with the KL loss lying in the
bottleneck layer between Q and P , that encourage outputs
close to Gaussian distribution since we do not want our en-
coder make fx ∼ EA(x) more dominant than y, in which
caseGB translate from yf , concatenate input of y and fx, to
x rather than x˜ corresponding to y. This is the second dif-
ference from VAE which uses l1 loss between reconstructed
images and source images to generate realistic images.
The new Bayesian formulation with SFM latent sam-
pling is similar to that cyclic model with Gaussian random
latent sampling. We only need to replace z with fx/y and
remain other parts fixed.
3.4. Practical Implementation Algorithm
We marginalize the posteriors over generators and dis-
criminators shown in Equations 5, 6 and 7, which are all
responsible for optimization and accompanied by a regu-
larization item as prior p(θ|α). Detailed procedures of the
optimization for each iteration are shown in Appendix A.5.
4. Experiments
We first describe the used benchmark datasets and im-
plementation details. Then we perform comparison among
original cyclic model, Bayesian cyclic model and several
variants, and analysis how them support for our claims re-
spectively. In addition, we show the enhanced reconstructed
learning effect caused by the introduction of balance factor,
and the diversified effect resulting from replacing the re-
stricted latent variables during inference process.
4.1. Dataset
We evaluate the proposed Bayesian cyclic model on
three widely used benchmarks, Cityscapes [3], Maps and
Monet2Photo [27]. We use Cityscapes for mapping learn-
ing between realistic photos and semantic labels, with 2975
training images from training set and 500 testing images
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Figure 2. Left: FID scores estimate the distance between source images and generated ones in different iterations. Right: Inception scores
of different iterations with mean value and standard deviation. A represents the streetscapes; B signifies semantic segmentation labels.
from validation set. Each picture is resized to 128×256. We
use Maps for mapping learning between aerial photographs
and maps scraped from Google Maps, with 1096 training
images and 1098 testing images. Each picture is resized to
256× 256. We use Monet2Photo for mapping learning be-
tween landscapes and artworks (style transfer), with 1074
Monet artworks and 6853 landscapes.
4.2. Implementation Details
We employ the same network architectures for both the
generator and discriminator and same hyper-parameters for
training process. The generator consists of 6 basic residual
blocks [8] between two down-sample layers and two up-
sample layers, assembled by instance normalization. The
discriminator consists of several convolutional layers. In
the training process, we use ADAM [14] with learning rate
0.0002 for the first 50 epochs, the learning rate will non-
linearly decay to zero periodically for the next 50 epochs,
momentums were set as β1 = 0.5 and β2 = 0.999. Weights
for networks are initialized as Gaussian distribution with
zero mean and standard deviation 0.02. The other hyper-
parameters, default values are λ = 10, λKL = 0.1. Be-
sides, we set Monte Carlo latent sample numbers as 3 both
for fx and fy for Bayesian marginalization.
4.3. Comparison via Standard Metrics
Photo↔ label We evaluate different methods using FID
score [9] and inception score [23] in original framework
(γ = 0), the scores are illustrated in Figure 2, from which
we find that various methods achieve similar performance
for easy task label → photo. However, for semantic task
photo → label, Bayesian cyclic models outperform origi-
nal ones in both stability and quality.
Now, we take the balance factor of model stability into
account. By adding adversarial loss in reconstructed ends,
which is a good news and also a challenge for discrimi-
nators since reconstructed images distribute closer to truth
data than generated ones under guarantee of L1 loss, crazy
learning discriminators descent gradients fast and there-
fore, generators fail to keep pace with their rivals. In few
epochs, the whole cyclic model collapses accompanied with
discriminators’ victory. In lieu of the unilateral victory,
what we really expect is a win-win situation. Bayesian
cyclic model enhances the generators training by employing
variant-concatenate inputs and regularized priors, resistant
to the crazy learning judgement. As shown in Figure 5 and
2, CycleGAN models already suffer from model collapse,
generating identical and meaningless label maps regardless
of the input streetscapes, while our Bayesian cyclic models
remain stabilized mapping.
Although perceptual studies may be the gold standard for
assessing graphical realism, we also adopt automatic quan-
titative FCN scores, the metrics from Cityscapes benchmark
including per-pixel accuracy, per-class accuracy and mean
IOU, for evaluating photo → label task. The results are
shown in Table 1. Our Bayesian model outperforms the
original one with or without introduced balance factor. In
addition to the quantitative results, we provide some sam-
pled qualitative results shown in Figure 4.
Aerial ↔ Maps We evaluate different methods using
FID and inception score in Table 2, from which we find
that the Bayesian cyclic model achieves better performances
than original one. The qualitative results in Figure 7 demon-
strate the realistic effect of proposed Bayesian cyclic model.
Monet↔ Photo is a kind of image style transfer. Instead
of focusing on the neural transfer [5] that mimic the style
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γ Methods L a b
0 CycleGAN 0.97 0.81 0.78Bayesian CycleGAN 0.99 0.98 0.80
0.5 CycleGAN 0.98 0.92 0.75Bayesian CycleGAN 0.98 0.97 0.84
Figure 3. Left: Color distribution matching property of different methods, tested on Cityscapes. We show the log probability for empha-
sizing the differences in low probability regions. Right: Histogram intersection against ground truth.
of only one painting, we employ automatic mapping and
compare different methods in Table 3.
γ Methods Per-pixel acc. Per-class acc. Class IOU
0
CycleGAN 0.48 0.18 0.11
CycleGAN (dropout) 0.56 0.18 0.12
CycleGAN (buffer) 0.58 0.22 0.16
Bayesian CycleGAN 0.73 0.27 0.20
0.5
CycleGAN 0.45 0.11 0.07
CycleGAN (dropout) 0.59 0.16 0.11
Bayesian CycleGAN 0.65 0.20 0.15
Pix2pix (Supervised) 0.85 0.40 0.32
Table 1. FCN-scores for different methods, evaluated on
photo→label. Buffer is the trick used by Zhu et al. For fair com-
parison, we evaluate all methods after 200 epochs.
γ Methods FID A FID B Inception A Inception B
0 CycleGAN 71.56 172.75 3.50±0.25 2.77±0.14Bayesian CycleGAN 68.45 165.83 3.68±0.22 2.85±0.15
0.5 CycleGAN 77.92 198.26 3.43±0.11 2.56±0.16Bayesian CycleGAN 72.86 160.66 3.61±0.32 2.83±0.12
Table 2. Evaluation for Maps↔Aerial mapping. FID A evaluates
statistic distance between generated aerial photos and real photos
set, FID B is between generated maps and real maps set. Inception
score evaluates the quality of generated images.
Methods FID A FID B Inception A Inception B
CycleGAN 155.32 140.00 3.76±0.73 3.17±0.35
Bayesian CycleGAN 151.24 137.74 3.86±0.64 3.35±0.34
Table 3. Evaluation for Monet↔ Photo mapping. FID A evaluates
statistic distance between generated images of Monet style and
artworks; FID B is between generated photos and landscapes.
4.4. Boost Realistic Color Distribution
Another striking effect of Bayesian cyclic models is that
they generate realistic landscapes with extensive color dis-
tribution. As demonstrated in [12], L1 loss stimulates an
average, grayish color when it comes to uncertainty space,
while adversarial loss encourages sharp and realistic color
distribution. The sampling and regularized priors in our
method enhance the sharpening effect of adversarial loss
real real generated generated 
Figure 4. Qualitative results sampling form Bayesian cyclic model
in unsupervised setting under condition γ = 0.
CycleGAN Bayesian CycleGAN Ground Truth Input 
Figure 5. Comparison of stability: Results for mapping label ↔
photo trained on cityscapes under condition γ = 0.5.
in gradient descend process, which in turn make generated
image more colorful. In addition, the introduced adversarial
loss in reconstructed end also incentivize matching the true
color distribution. In figure 3, we investigate if our Bayesian
cyclic model actually achieve this effect on the Cityscapes
dataset. The plots show the marginal distributions over gen-
erated color values in Lab color space. We find that a)
Bayesian cyclic model generate almost unanimous La dis-
tribution with ground truth, and encourage broader b dis-
tribution than original methods. b) The introduced balance
factor leads to a wider distribution, confirming the hypothe-
sis that the Bayesian extension and introduced balance fac-
tor both contribute to generating closer color distribution.
Figure 6. We use different methods under different conditions for label ↔ photo mapping. Then we infer reconstructed images after
training 50000 iterations and calculate GDL between reconstructed image and source image. The results demonstrate that the introduction
of γ enhances reconstructed learning.
Input CycleGAN Bayesian CycleGAN Input CycleGAN Bayesian CycleGAN 
Figure 7. Qualitative results for Maps ↔ Aerial conditioned on
γ = 0.
4.5. Enhance Reconstructed Learning
We have shown the effect of balance factor γ on the sta-
bility of cyclic model. Since the GAN loss is added between
real images and reconstructed images, which are more real-
istic than generated ones, the return gradients for generators
are relatively smaller than that for discriminators so that the
min-max adversarial game goes out of balance. That ex-
plains why original cyclic model suffers from model col-
lapse as illustrated in Figure 5, and also demonstrate our
Bayesian cyclic model is more stable. Now, we present the
other function of γ: enhancing reconstructed learning.
In theory, by introducing the balance factor, the opti-
mal status of cyclic model changes from py(y) = py˜(y)
to (1 + γ)py(y) = py˜(y) + γpyˆ(y) (prove in Appendix
A2/A3), which encourages the distribution of reconstructed
images closer to real data distribution. In practice, we com-
pare the FID scores of reconstructed distribution under dif-
ferent settings, illustrated in Figure 8. The FID scores for
cyclic model conditioned on γ = 0.5 are lower compared
with that conditioned on γ = 0, which means the balance
factor enhances reconstructed learning.
In addition, we exhibit reconstructed images from the
perspective of qualitative analysis and evaluate the images
with GDL, Gradient Difference Loss [4], shown in Figure 6.
In which lower GDL means that the reconstructed images
create a sense of verisimilitude and have similar semantic
expression with real images. The GDL scores show our
Bayesian cyclic model conditioned on γ = 0.5 achieves
the best performance.
4.6. Diversify Outputs by Replacing SFM
As mentioned in [1], stochastic CycleGAN cannot gen-
erate diversified outputs since the cycle-consistency loss en-
courages the mapping to ignore latent z. To generate diver-
sified outputs, we can divide latent space into various parts
and use only one particular part to fit in training process.
In the inference process, we can diversify generate outputs
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Figure 8. The FID scores estimate distance between the distribu-
tion of source images and that of reconstructed images generated
by original cyclic model / Bayesian cyclic model.
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Figure 9. Translation of Monet ↔ Photo: The left column are
source images, middle column are generated ones, right columns
are diversified outputs generated by replacing SFM with other la-
tent variables, shown on the lower right corner of pictures.
by replacing that part with another latent distribution. In
our implementation, we impose the restriction on sampled
latent space by changing the latent variable from random
noise z to SFM generated by VAE-like network. By replac-
ing the SFM with other latent variable, the cyclic model can
generate diversified outputs. We carry out several tests on
monet ↔ photo style transfer experiment. The diversi-
fied outputs and corresponding latent variables are shown
in Figure 9.
5. Adaptability to Semi-Supervised Setting
In cases where paired data is accessible, we can lever-
age the supervision to train our model in a semi-supervised
setting. By dong this, we could get more accurate mapping
in several complicated scenario. In the training process of
Cityscapes, mapping errors often occur, for example, the
initial model cannot recognize trees, thus, translating trees
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Figure 10. Quantitative results for semi-supervised learning. The
FID scores estimate the distance between the distribution of real
images and that of generated ones. The analysis and conclusion in
semi-supervised setting are similar with Section 4.3.
into something else due to the unsupervised setting. To
resolve these ambiguities requires weak semantic supervi-
sion, we can use 30 (around 1%) paired data (pictures of
cityscape and corresponding label images) to initialize our
model at the beginning for each epoch. The results (Fig-
ure 10) show that our model still outperforms the baselines.
We also find that adding slight prior knowledge increases
the accuracy of mapping between photos and labels signifi-
cantly.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a Bayesian extension of cyclic
model and an integrated cyclic framework for inter-domain
mapping. By exploring the whole posteriors of the Bayesian
cyclic model with latent sampling and regularized priors,
Bayesian CycleGAN can enhance the generators and there-
fore reduce the risk of model collapse and instability caused
by the unbalance of min-max optimization game. This is an
explanation why we achieved more stable training and bet-
ter domain-to-domain translation results. In the meantime,
the proposed integrated cyclic framework enable realistic
reconstructed learning in theory and practice by replacing
the l1 loss with a combination of l1-GAN loss. In addition,
after imposing restriction on the sampled latent variables,
we can achieve diversified mappings by replacing the SFM
with other latent variables in inference process.
The plan of our research orientation is how to achieve
controllable many-to-many mapping under this framework.
Also, modify prior models according to dynamic posterior
estimation is worthy of future research.
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A. Supplementary Material for Bayesian CycleGAN
A.1. Model with Least Square GAN loss
The posteriors over generators and discriminators of Bayesian cyclic model with Least Square GAN loss can be deduced as:
p(θda|t, θga, θgb) ∝
 ny∏
j=1
e−(1+γ)·mx·(DA(y
(j);θda)−1)2 ·
ny∏
j=1
mx∏
l=1
e−γ·(DA(yˆ
(j,l);θda))
2

×
(
nx∏
i=1
my∏
k=1
e−(DA(GA(x
(i,k)
z ;θga);θda))
2
)
× p(θda|αda)
(8)
p(θdb|t, θga, θgb) ∝
(
nx∏
i=1
e−(1+γ)·my·(DB(x
(i);θdb)−1)2 ·
nx∏
i=1
my∏
k=1
e−γ·(DB(xˆ
(i,k);θdb))
2
)
×
 ny∏
j=1
mx∏
l=1
e−(DB(GB(y
(j,l)
z ;θgb);θdb))
2
× p(θdb|αdb)
(9)
p(θga, θgb|θda, θdb) ∝
(
nx∏
i=1
my∏
k=1
e−(DA(GA(x
(i,k)
z ;θga);θda)−1)2−γ(DB(xˆ(i,k);θdb)−1)2−λ‖xˆ(i,k)−x(i)‖
)
×
 ny∏
j=1
mx∏
l=1
e−(DB(GB(y
(j,l)
z ;θgb);θdb)−1)2−γ(DA(yˆ(j,l);θda)−1)2−λ‖yˆ(j,l)−y(i)‖

× p(θga|αga)× p(θgb|αgb)
(10)
A.2. Global Optimality of Model with standard GAN loss
Proposition 1. For any given generatorGA andGB , the optimal discriminatorDA (DB can be deduced analogously) comes
in the following form:
D∗A(y) =
(1 + γ)py(y)
(1 + γ)py(y) + py˜(y) + γpyˆ(y)
(11)
Proof. We use posterior item p(θda|t, θga, θgb) to optimize DA, aiming to maximum a posterior estimate, which can be
defined as Equation (5). For convenience, we use the alternative posterior form which has the same meaning with original
formula:
p(θda|t, θga, θgb) ≈
my∑
k=1
mx∑
l=1
 nx∑
i=1
ny∑
j=1
p(θda|Ωda, θga, θgb)

nx∑
i=1
ny∑
j=1
p(θda|Ωda, θga, θgb) ∝
ny∏
j=1
(DA(y
(j); θda))
(1+γ) ×
ny∏
j=1
(1−DA(yˆ(j)z ; θda))γ
×
nx∏
i=1
(1−DA(GA(x(i)z ; θga); θda))× p(θda|αda),
Due to Monte Carlo sampling methods has absolutely no effect on our proof, The optimization of p(θda|t, θga, θgb) equals to
the optimization of
∑nx
i=1
∑ny
j=1 p(θda|Ωda, θga, θgb), maximizing the quantity V (GA, GB , DA):
max
DA
log
(
ny∏
i=1
(DA(y
(i); θda))
1+γ ×
nx∏
i=1
(1−DA(GA(x(i); θga); θda))×
ny∏
i=1
(1−DA(yˆ(i); θda))γ
)
,
which can be expressed as:
(1 + γ) · Ey∼py(y)[log(DA(y))] + Ey∼py˜(y)[log(1−DA(y))] + γ · Ey∼pyˆ(y)[log(1−DA(y))]
=
∫
y
py(y)(1 + γ) log(DA(y)) + py˜(y) log(1−DA(y)) + pyˆ(y)γ log(1−DA(y)) dy.
The function a(1 + γ) log(y) + b log(1− y) + cγ log(1− y) achieves its maximum in [0, 1] at (1+γ)a(1+γ)a+b+γc , so the integral
function achieve the maximum at D∗A.
We want to maximize the posterior of generators, which is equivalent to minimize the posterior of two discriminators and
minimize the L1 term ‖yˆ − y‖, ‖xˆ− x‖ simultaneously. The following lemma shows the conditions of global optimality.
Lemma 1. The global minimum of the training criterion C(G) + L1 can be achieved if and only if py(y) = py˜(y) = pyˆ(y)
and px(x) = px˜(x) = pxˆ(x).
Proof.
C(G) = max
DA
V (GA, GB , DA) + max
DB
V (GA, GB , DB)
= (1 + γ) · Ey∼py(y)[log(D∗A(y))] + Ey∼py˜(y˜)[log(1−D∗A(y))] + γ · Ey∼pyˆ(yˆ)[log(1−D∗A(y))]
+ (1 + γ) · Ex∼px(x)[log(D∗B(x))] + Ex∼px˜(x˜)[log(1−D∗B(x))] + γ · Ex∼pxˆ(xˆ)[log(1−D∗B(x))]
= (1 + γ)
∑
py log(
(1 + γ)py
(1 + γ)py + py˜ + γpyˆ
) +
∑
(py˜ + γpyˆ) log(
py˜ + γpyˆ
(1 + γ)py + py˜ + γpyˆ
)
+ (1 + γ)
∑
px log(
(1 + γ)px
(1 + γ)px + px˜ + γpxˆ
) +
∑
(px˜ + γpxˆ) log(
px˜ + γpxˆ
(1 + γ)px + px˜ + γpxˆ
)
When the condition is tenable, L1 term is zero. We rewrite the C(G) equation with Kullback-Leibler divergence form and
deduce that the minimum value of C(G) is −4(1 + γ) log 2.
C(G) = −2(1 + γ) log 2− 2(1 + γ) log 2
+KL
(
(1 + γ)py
∥∥∥∥ (1 + γ)py + py˜ + γpyˆ2
)
+KL
(
py˜ + γpyˆ
∥∥∥∥ (1 + γ)py + py˜ + γpyˆ2
)
+KL
(
(1 + γ)px
∥∥∥∥ (1 + γ)px + px˜ + γpxˆ2
)
+KL
(
px˜ + γpxˆ
∥∥∥∥ (1 + γ)px + px˜ + γpxˆ2
)
= −4(1 + γ) log 2 + 2 · JSD ((1 + γ)py ‖(py˜ + γpyˆ) ) + 2 · JSD ((1 + γ)px ‖(px˜ + γpxˆ) )
According to the property of Jensen-Shannon divergence, which is always non-negative. The JSD can be zero only when
that two distribution equal, that is (1 + γ)py(y) = py˜(y) + γpyˆ(y) and (1 + γ)px(x) = px˜(x) + γpxˆ(x). Then take the L1
term into consideration, if we want that achieve its minimum, there must be pyˆ = py and pxˆ = px, so the global minimum of
training criterion C(G) + L1 can be achieved if and only if py(y) = py˜(y) = pyˆ(y) and px(x) = px˜(x) = pxˆ(x).
A.3. Global Optimality of Model with Least Square GAN Loss
Proposition 2. For any given generatorGA andGB , the optimal discriminatorDA (DB can be deduced analogously) comes
in the following form:
D∗A(y) =
(1 + γ)py(y)
(1 + γ)py(y) + py˜(y) + pyˆ(y)
(12)
Proof. We use posterior item p(θda|t, θga, θgb) to optimize DA, aiming to maximum a posterior estimate, due to the same
reason as above proof for model with GAN loss, the optimization of p(θda|t, θga, θgb) equals to the optimization of∑nx
i=1
∑ny
j=1 p(θda|Ωda, θga, θgb), minimizing the quantity V (GA, GB , DA):
max
DA
log
(
ny∏
i=1
e−(1+γ)·(DA(y
(i);θda)−1)2−γ·(DA(yˆ(i);θda))2 ×
nx∏
i=1
e−(DA(GA(x
(i);θga);θda))
2
)
,
which can be expressed as:
V (GA, GB , DA) = (1 + γ) · Ey∼py(y)[(DA(y)− 1)2] + Ey∼py˜(y)[(DA(y))2] + γ · Ey∼pyˆ(y)[(DA(y))2]
=
∫
y
py(y)(1 + γ)(DA(y)− 1)2 + py˜(y)(DA(y))2 + pyˆ(y)γ(DA(y))2 dy.
The function a(1 + γ)(y − 1)2 + by2 + cγy2 achieves its minimum in [0, 1] at (1+γ)a(1+γ)a+b+γc , so the integral function achieve
the minimum value at D∗A.
We want to maximize the posteriors of generators, which is related to the distribution of generated y˜, yˆ and x˜, xˆ. The
maximize process can be converted to minimize C(G) without regard to the minus and minimize L1 term ‖yˆ − y‖ and
‖xˆ− x‖ simultaneously. The following lemma shows the conditions of global optimality.
Lemma 2. The global minimum of the training criterion C(G) can be achieved if and only if py(y) = py˜(y) = pyˆ(y) and
px(x) = px˜(x) = pxˆ(x).
Proof.
C(G) = (1 + γ) · Ey∼py(y)[(D∗A(y)− 1)2] + Ey∼py˜(y)[(D∗A(y))2] + γ · Ey∼pyˆ(y)[(D∗A(y))2]
+ (1 + γ) · Ex∼px(x)[(D∗A(x)− 1)2] + Ex∼px˜(x)[(D∗A(x))2] + γ · Ex∼pxˆ(x)[(D∗A(x))2]
=
∫
y
(1 + γ)py(
(1 + γ)py
(1 + γ)py + py˜ + γpyˆ
− 1)2 + (py˜ + γpyˆ)( (1 + γ)py
(1 + γ)py + py˜ + γpyˆ
)2 dy
+
∫
x
(1 + γ)px(
(1 + γ)px
(1 + γ)px + px˜ + γpxˆ
− 1)2 + (px˜ + γpyˆ)( (1 + γ)px
(1 + γ)px + px˜ + γpxˆ
)2 dx
=
∫
y
(1 + γ)py(py˜ + γpyˆ)
(1 + γ)py + py˜ + γpyˆ
dy +
∫
x
(1 + γ)px(px˜ + γpxˆ)
(1 + γ)px + px˜ + γpxˆ
dx
When the condition is tenable, L1 term is zero, we can get the minimum value of C(G) as (1+γ). Since 1x+1 − 12 is a convex
function when x > 0 and reach zero when x = 1, therefore the above is a valid f -divergence.
C(G) = 1 + γ +
∫
y
(
1
1 +
(1+γ)py
py˜+pyˆ
− 1
2
)× (1 + γ)py dy +
∫
x
(
1
1 + (1+γ)pxpx˜+pxˆ
− 1
2
)× (1 + γ)px dx
= 1 + γ +Df ((1 + γ)py ‖(py˜ + pyˆ) ) +Df ((1 + γ)px ‖(px˜ + pxˆ) ) (13)
According to the property of f -divergence, which is always non-negative. TheDf can be zero only when that two distribution
equal, that is (1+γ)py(y) = py˜(y)+γpyˆ(y) and (1+γ)px(x) = px˜(x)+γpxˆ(x). Then take the L1 term into consideration,
if we want that achieve its minimum, there must be pyˆ = py and pxˆ = px, so the global minimum of training criterion
C(G) + L1 can be achieved if and only if py(y) = py˜(y) = pyˆ(y) and px(x) = px˜(x) = pxˆ(x).
A.4. Boost Semantic Color distribution
We have show Bayesian cyclic model generate realistic landscapes with extensive color distribution. Now we present the
comparison of semantic color distribution in the following figure. Since the sampling and regularized priors in Bayesian
CycleGAN enhance the sharpening effect of adversarial loss in gradient descend processs, which in turn make generated
semantic distribution closer to the true data. Bayesian CycleGAN boost sharpening and realistic distribution. The following
plot show the marginal distributions over generated semantic color values in Lab color space, demonstrating above claim.
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Figure 11. Color distribution matching property of different methods, tested on Cityscaeps.
A.5. Algorithm
Algorithm 1 MAP with Monte Carlo latent sampling for training Bayesian CycleGAN. This is one iteration of updating
parameters of generators and discriminators.
• Get parameters {θea}, {θeb}, {θga}, {θgb}, {θda} and {θdb}from previous iteration.
for number of mini-batch n in one iteration do
• Extract mx samples x(1), . . . , x(mx) from px(x), each xl has n samples. Use encoder EA to get SFM {f lx}mxl=1. Then,
combine fx with batch yj to get y
(j)
f .
• Extract my samples y(k), . . . , y(my) from py(y), each yk has n samples. Use encoder EB to get SFM {fky }myk=1. Then,
combine fy with batch xi to get x
(i)
f .
•Generate x˜ and y˜ by use ofGA andGB , which take x(i)f and y(j)f as input variables. Then combine the fake outputs with
SFM fmxx and f
my
y extracted last steps as input to reconstruct cyclic results xˆ(i,k) and yˆ(j,l) with marginal distribution.
• Update generators by ascending its posteriors p(θga, θgb|θda, θdb)
∇θg,θe
(
∂log p(θga, θgb|θda, θdb)
∂θg
+
∂λKLLKL
∂θe
)
• Update discriminator by ascending its posteriors p(θda|t, θga, θgb)
∇θda
(
∂ log p(θda|t, θga, θgb)
∂θda
)
• Update discriminator by ascending its posteriors p(θdb|t, θga, θgb)
∇θdb
(
∂ log p(θdb|t, θga, θgb)
∂θdb
)
• Append θga, θgb, θea, θeb, θda, θdb to dataset.
end for
